HOMOSEXUALITY DVD WORKSHEET

1) Why is it good to start with the question: Do you consider yourself a good person?
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

2) Are Christians to be tolerant? Why or why not?
___________________________________________
____________________________________________

3) What is the real agenda of making homosexuality legal?
____________________________________________

4) What are the three roles of government in society?
____________________________________________

5) List five benefits to natural marriage?
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

6) Laws are good _______________ teachers?

7) What lesson can be learned from the movie “The Incredibles?”
____________________________________________

“Since the Creation of the World, God’s invisible qualities, His eternal power and Divine nature have been clearly seen, being understood from that which has been made so that men are without excuse “ (Romans 1:18-10)
8) How would you respond to someone who says homosexuals are born that way?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________


9) Give a Scripture verse that defines or describes a Christian and their desires:

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________


10) What is the real reason people are gay according to Romans 1?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________


11) How would you answer someone who said, “Weren’t you born heterosexual?”

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________


12) What would you say to someone who says this is just your religion?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________


13) What verse is good to show someone who says “you shouldn’t judge me”?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________


14) How do you respond to one who says “It’s discrimination?”

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
15) How do you respond to “You are a Homophobe.”

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

16) Respond to “It’s only about love.”

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

17) What important lesson can we learn from 1 Cor 6:9-11?

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

18) Explain why we shouldn’t tell people they are gay.

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

19) What Scripture indicates that while homosexuality is a sin like so many other sins, it has special consequences. ________________________________
HOMOSEXUALITY DVD WORKSHEET
ANSWER KEY

1) If they say yes, they should be willing to listen. If they say no, there is no point in going on with the discussion.

2) NO! Jesus was not tolerant of sin. Being loving and being tolerant are two different things. Parents would not be loving if they tolerated everything there kids did.

3) To validate and normalize it. As Andrew Sullivan said 90% of the work would be done if it is legalized.

4) Creates children, Best raises children, protects women, civilizes men, lowers crime and poverty.

5) Moral

7) That marriage IS special. It is unique.

8) *How is gene passed on? (No evidence anyway).* Why follow feelings and ignore design. (Won't die by following design but will by following feelings).*Question not was I born this way but should I follow desires? Ask a homosexual, “should humans act on every desire they have?” *Laws restrain behaviors (civilization). Everybody is born with sinful desires, it doesn't make it right though.

9) Rom 7:16-19, Rom 7:6, Prov 3:5, Psalm 51:5

10) God gives them over to homosexuality because of their denial of Him as Creator and Lawgiver. They are given over to depravity.

11) No! Homo or heterosexual is not a class of people, it is a behavior. This isn’t about genetics. Even if there was a gay gene (which there isn't) some are born with a gene for alcoholism. Do we say, “drink up, you were born that way”?

12) The church is against murder so should we be against that. Just because something is taught in church doesn’t make it universally wrong. In fact, some churches are in support of same sex marriages so should we be against it then?

13) 1 Cor 5:12-13. Also good to see that they are judging you in saying that. In essence the Bible says we are to judge those inside the church

14) All laws discriminate. The behavior is being discriminated, not the people. If we equate desire with rights what is to stop us from saying 5 year olds can marry or polygamists. This isn’t about commitment, you can commit without gov. approval.

15) Because someone is against homosexuality does that mean they don’t have good reason. I’m afraid of spiders that does that mean they can’t kill me and I shouldn’t be afraid of them? Why is fear wrong when justified and dangerous? Also labeling me is irrelevant.

16) Love seeks to protect & SSM is medically dangerous. I wouldn’t make love to my wife if it was dangerous to her health. But there are healthy SS partners who have been together long term? Laws are based on the rule, not exceptions. Some smokers live longer than non smokers etc. Yet homosexuality is more dangerous than smoking. Often drunk driving doesn’t hurt anyone, should we endorse it?

17) That homosexuals can change.
18) The Bible indicates many men will not have the desire of a woman and they aren't gay, but blessed to be able to serve the Lord without having divided interests. We should get our identity from the Bible, not society.

19) 1 Cor 6:15-20